Letter/Word Ribbons
-13 letter ribbons
-130 picture cards
(5x letter)

Clothespin
Number Wheel
-2 number wheels
-20 clothespins

Shape/Color Sorter
-5 cups
-10 pipe cleaners
-5 erasers
-4 paper clips

Letter/Word Ribbons
13 letter ribbons130 picture cards(5x letter)

Clothespin
Number Wheel
2 number wheels20 clothespins-

Shape/Color Sorter
5 cups10 pipe cleaners5 erasers4 paper clips-

Building Sticks

Building Sticks

-24 velcro sticks
(red, blue, yellow, green)

24 velcro sticks(red, blue, yellow, green)

Shape Builder

Shape Builder

-4 shape cards
-15 sticks
(diamond, triangle,
rectangle, square)

Post-Its
-4 post-it cards

Spoon Alphabet
-26 white spoons
(capitals)
-26 clear spoons
(lowercase)

4 shape cards15 sticks(diamond, triangle,
rectangle, square)

Post-Its
4 post-it cards-

Spoon Alphabet
26 white spoons(capitals)
-26 clear spoons(lowercase)

Stick Puzzles

Stick Puzzles

-5 puzzles
(inchworm, turtle, octopus,
whale, crab)

5 puzzles(inchworm, turtle, octopus,
whale, crab)

Bead Lacing

Bead Lacing

-Shoelace
-Pipe cleaner
-5 containers
-50 beads (pink, orange,
yellow, green, blue)

ShoelacePipe cleaner5 containers50 beads (pink, orangeyellow, green, blue)

Color Matching
Sticks

Color Matching
Sticks

-4 pouches
-20 sticks
(red, blue, yellow, green)

4 pouches20 sticks(red, blue, yellow, green)

Time Matching

Time Matching

-Paper “clock”
-52 time cards

Cars & Tracks
-2 cars
-9 tracks

Animal Puzzles
-9 animals halved
(bear, bird, cat, dog,
duck, fish, frog, horse,
sheep)

Paper “clock”52 time cards-

Cars & Tracks
2 cars9 tracks-

Animal Puzzles
9 animals halved(bear, bird, cat, dog,
duck, fish, frog, horse,
sheep)

Felt Faces

Felt Faces

-Face page
-Hair x3, hat, sunglasses
-Mouth x3, nose x3, eyes x3
-Moustache, bow

Face pageHair x3, hat, sunglassesMouth x3, nose x3, eyes x3-Moustache, bow-

Button Snake
-Button ribbon
-15 felt squares

Lacing Cards
-6 animal cards
-6 laces
(3 black, 3 white)

Silhouette Matching
-13 pictures
-13 matching silhouettes

Stick Matching

Button Snake
Button ribbon15 felt squares-

Lacing Cards
6 animal cards6 laces(3 black, 3 white)

Silhouette Matching
13 pictures13 matching silhouettes-

Stick Matching

-60 sticks
-14 cards

60 sticks14 cards-

Fabric lacing
-3 shapes
-3 strings

Felt Chain
-12 felt links

Magnetic Cards
-10 cards
-Coordinating shapes

Fabric lacing
3 shapes3 strings-

Felt Chain
12 felt links-

Magnetic Cards
10 cardsCoordinating shapes-

Bead Lacing
-Shoelace x2
-Pipe cleaner x2
-5 containers
-100 beads (pink, orange,
yellow, green, blue)

Bead Lacing
Shoelace x2Pipe cleaner x25 containers100 beads (pink,
orange- yellow, green,
blue)

